Trade up to WinPlus-IP
Upgrade to the latest Autoscript software
with limited time trade-in packages.

For a limited time, Autoscript are offering trade-in packages to enable users to upgrade to
WinPlus-IP from any existing prompter software system.
The Newsroom or Studio trade-in packages include everything required to replace current
prompting software systems at a special discounted price.

											

Why upgrade to WinPlus-IP?
Benefit from new features designed to improve efficiency and reliability.
Greater flexibility, faster editing and operation with the simplified,
intuitive and customisable user interface.
Remote production and multi-studio workflows with the new
future-proof IP-based architecture.
Easy set-up, configuration and status-monitoring of all equipment
and software.

WinPlus-IP

New, unique instant redundancy feature for critical live productions.*
Enhanced operator comfort for optimal performance with the new
ergonomic desktop hand control.
Real-time script display on a lightweight, portable monitor with the
unique iEVO app for iPad.**
Existing Autoscript users will be instantly familar with WinPlus-IP thanks to
the same workflow and shortcut keys.
*Second application required.

WinPlus-IP
XBox-IP

**WP-i Licence required.

											
Compatibility
The trade-in packages make upgrading easy.
Compatible with video-based prompter monitors (HD-SDI video output
from the Xbox-IP scroll engine).
Compatible with all existing Autoscript controllers and smart combiner
boxes (optional adapter required).
Compatibility and support for the latest Windows operating systems and
latest versions of all major Newsroom Computer Systems.

HC-IP Desktop Control

Trade-in
any brand

Optional extended global support contracts, providing the latest feature
additions and ongoing maintenance are also available.
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Autoscript legacy equipment shown as example. Trade-in packages apply to any brand of software system and are
compatible with any brand of video-based prompter monitor.
*SRL-IP available to purchase seperately [only compatible with legacy Autoscript devices].

What‘s Included?
Newsroom Upgrade: WP-IPX

Studio Upgrade: WP-IPX-S

1X WP-IP: WinPlus-IP studio prompting software application.

1X WP-IP: WinPlus-IP studio prompting software application.

1X WP-IPN: Newsroom Licence for WinPlus-IP.

1X A9009-0001: XBox-IP HD-SDI prompt video generator
compatible with WinPlus-IP.

1X A9009-0001: XBox-IP HD-SDI prompt video generator
compatible with WinPlus-IP.
1X A9009-5003: 12V DC PSU with locking connector for XBox-IP.

1X A9009-5003: 12V DC PSU with locking connector for XBox-IP.
1X A9009-0002 HC-IP desktop scroll control for WinPlus-IP.

1X A9009-0002: HC-IP desktop scroll control for WinPlus-IP.

Trade-in Requirements
Customer must return corresponding legacy prompting equipment including at least one scroll engine/PCI card, and one controller.
To qualify, simply confirm the equipment to be returned. Returned items should be in working order and should be shipped to
Vitec Production Solutions within 90 days from dispatch of the new system.
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